
 

 

 

How to Manage Your Mental Health on Results Day 

Dr Nihara Krause, Consultant Clinical Psychologist, stem4 

August 2020: With GCSE and A-level exams cancelled this year due to COVID-19, young 

people have experienced unprecedented levels of worry surrounding their education, results 

and future direction. As results day approaches, Dr Krause has issued the following tips for 

maintaining positive mental health. These tips will help young people, their friends and 

parents/carers navigate the anxiety, uncertainty and inevitable highs and lows of results day. 

Collecting Your Results 

Most people get anxious in advance of results day. Though some people may also feel 

excited, the day can be stressful, particularly if you don't do as well as you hoped. Here are 

some tips to help you prepare for unexpected results and know how to cope if things don't 

go to plan: 

1. Exams are a measure of your school work and test performance, they are not a 

statement about who you are. So, ditch negative thoughts about yourself – for 

example - if your results are disappointing it doesn’t mean you are too. You can work 

on managing your performance differently next time. 

2. You can always find alternative ways to getting to where you want to get to, 

regardless of your results, with hope and persistence. 

3. Cliché, but it is absolutely true that the best way to learn is through mistakes. As the 

saying goes, failure is not about falling, it is about not getting up after you fall. Keep 

trying, success will come in different forms but it will happen. 

4. Sometimes not getting what you set out to get provides other opportunities you never 

considered. 

5. Waiting for your exam papers to be re- marked? Manage the anxiety of waiting by 

keeping yourself busy, avoiding lots of negative predictive statements such as ‘I 

know I’m going to get it back with an even more negative mark’ and do some 

breathing/relaxing. The stem4 Clear Fear app has a number of techniques to help 

manage anxiety. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Results & Friendships 

Getting results at the same time as your friends can be tricky, here are some tips to help you 

be sensitive to others as you pick up your results: 

1. If your friend has done well in their exams and you haven’t, try not to let anger or 

jealousy get in the way of your friendship. Instead, tell them you feel sore and work  

out how you can both focus on a shared interest or experience. 

2. If you have fared better than your friend, don’t put down your performance or the 

exams (for example, ‘I didn’t study that hard’ or ‘those exams must have 

been easy’/ ‘the pass mark must have been low’) – that makes it even harder for your 

friend. 

3. Try not to make cutting remarks or joke about your friend’s performance or how sad 

they are. 

4. Try to be empathetic – this is about trying to put yourself in their shoes and feeling 

what they might be going through. This is different to sympathy. A friend who is 

empathetic will try and feel what their friend is feeling and find out how they would 

like to be supported, rather than a friend who is sympathetic who might say things 

like ‘never mind’ or ‘it’s not that bad’ or ‘I’m sorry you didn’t do as well’ none of which 

may be comforting. 

5. Do celebrate good results but try not comment too much about your grades. 

For Parents and Carers 

Parents and carers need to prepare for exam results too. Here are some tips to help you 

support your child: 

1. If the results positive and everyone is pleased, set aside time to celebrate their 

achievement and acknowledge the impact of their hard work. 

2. If the results aren't as expected, or feel negative, it’s important that you show your 

young person that you are not disappointed in them. 

3. Parents and carers should be open to listening. Avoid criticism or blame and instead 

try to acknowledge your young persons feelings. 

4. Parents and carers play a vital part in helping young people pick themselves up and 

continue on their journey. Help them to build confidence by problem solving and 

showing you believe in them. Share the tips for young people above and help them to 

build resilience by letting them learn from failure. 



 

For more mental health tips and positivity, be sure to follow @stem4org on Instagram. 

 
--Ends— 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 
About stem4: stem4 is a Wimbledon based, award winning charity that supports teenage mental health. In order to foster 
positive teenage mental health, it provides evidence-based education, builds resilience, enhances motivation to change, and 
signposts to ensure early intervention and action. stem4 focuses on commonly occurring mental health issues in teenagers 
including eating disorders, anxiety, depression, self-harm and addiction.  
stem4’s work is primarily provided digitally through their innovative education programme, pioneering mental health apps and 
clinically-informed website. They also host mental health conferences that contribute to helping young people and those around 
them flourish. stem4 targets and supports families, schools, health professionals and communities as well as the teenagers 
themselves. 
  
Website: Please see website for more information www.stem4.org.uk  
  
Contact: For further enquiry please contact Juliette Hellman PR at juliettehellmanpr@googlemail.com or Anna, stem4 
communications coordinator at anna@stem4.org.uk / 07874350339. 
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